
AIDS, HEALTHY FEAR, & THE SOUL: 

	

,...I PRAY THEE, LORD, MY SOUL TO KEEP. 	 ELLIOTT #2141 

Most Thinksheets are confluences. Maybe all. To move my soul to make this 
one, these flowed together:..(1) Today's newspapers (14Feb87), spectaculariz-
ing the putative radical effects of the work of The Jesus Seminar (an idea of 
Amos Wilder, who smiled recently when I credited him with it in a Boston speech 
--since the idea is often credited to Robt. Funk, who acted on AW's suggestion). 
What's fresh about the JS is that instead of seeking Jesus' exact words (ipsis—
sima verba), it's reaching for his voice (vox lesu), his speech behavior in his 
language world (though I'm slightly albrgic to both coinages in recent hermen-
eutical epistemology). Instead of "undermining"--scareword of the journalists 
--the Christian witness, the project will place the essentials on a firmer foun-
dation, though some excesses are certain because sense-making in our secular cul-
ture tempts scholars, in the interest of plausibility, to reductionism (on the 
positive side, minimalism): no "history" without give-&-take of the strengths/ 
weaknesses of both then & now.. . (2) This month's media frenzy over sex as threat  
--threat of (unwanted teen) pregnancy & of AIDS (and, in general, SAD--my coin-
age for "sex acquired diseases"). Sex has always been, existentially, promise 
& threat. Since the 1960s till now, the promise-pleasure side of the scale has 
been overweighted & overrated, the threat-pain side neglected, & fear rejected. 
A healthy fear of sex may be making a comeback, without unhealthy excess (para-
noia & superstitions). The currently debated public-school sex-education issue 
here is: To what extent, if at all should fear be used to protect against teen 
pregnancy & AIDS? "School authorities" are hampered here by educationism's fear 
of fear, taboo against negative reinforcement. "Healthy fear" means appropriate 
fear, fear correlating with actual threats. Everything I'm reading/seeing in 
the media indicates that teen pregnancy & AIDS are being viewed as actual threats; 
nothing, not a single instance, of God being so viewed--even though, histori-
cally, the fear of God was our civilization's #1 sex-control sanction! So far 
have we wandered away from this #1 that calling down the fear of God is viewed 
as a fundamentalist benighted obscurantist obscenity. God, if alive, is thought 
not to use threat/punishments. ----- --- 
Eg, this letter (CCT, 6Feb 87) Religion, science and AIDS hysteria 
--on which see my response, 
OVER...(3) My observation that 	Now that we are apparently done 	The situation with AIDS is clearly 

with the great drug hysteria of 1986 different: Medical science has identi- our cul tur e's death —avoidance-- and warming up for the great AIDS fied the disease, the specifiFVfruf 
only now being somewhat reliev — hysteria of 1987, I think this would be iiifigved i  specufc antibodies to that 
ed by "death & dying" litera — a good time to make the following virus, the means of transmission and 
tur e , Hospice, & AIDS--has been point: AIDS, despite the fact that it is one means of effective prevention — 

a nasty disease, is not as some claim, the condom. In point of fact, we could 
at the cost of dessicating the a modern Black Plague. 	 stop-lac-gra future spread of AIDS • 
soul & denying the afterlife. 	The platue is estimked to have overnight, with little social disloca 
Which leads directly to.... 	

- 

killed between a fourth and a third of tion and at minimal cost. 
humanity at its peak. It was so devas- 	Unfortunately, one thing that has 

1. Whatever happened to 	tating because, over the centuries not changed since the Middle Ages is 
the children's bedtime 	during which it annihilated entire the continued presence of those who 

• cities,ital0 was  not known.  In the 
prayer "Now I lay me down superstitions of the day, it was seen frankly elcome the advent • f an disaster 	they can use o p 
to sleep./I pray Thee, 	as a I unishment.from God  (a notion 
Lord, my soul to keep./If 	 _ 	reg 40111 . 	_ 	- 	

db-ctrinei of intolerance. .yby the liious 
rather than. parasite:borne disease. 	There is an interesting lesson in 

I should die before I 	RelatWely simple Improvements in this. When this medical crisis 
wake,/I pray Thee, Lord, 	public hygiene would have gone a solved, as it will be, let us all reme 
my soul to take. Amen"? long way toward ending the plague. ber that wilik_science worked her 

Linfortunately, medical science a .K call s • e h 	. u.wilfUtra",  (a) Right after WWII, we we know it, did not then exist, and the o guilt, and blame and desniL 
taught parents to stop 	tireless efforts of 	hatemongers sim- 	 CARTER C. CANNO 
listening to their chil — ply made matters worse. 
dren's bedtime prayers & 	- 
start praying with them. I cc,nfess that as editor of FAMILY DEVO-
TIONS, I fostered this trend, or at least the second half of it: I 
can't remember ever directly attacking listening to prayers parents 
had taught their children. (b) Almost that long ago, biblical the- ca. 

0 
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ology lent its weight against traditional Western dualism, the soul/ 
body split suggested in the "NowIlayme...." To what? It lent its 
weight to the wholeness-holism movement, which was fed also by streams 
from the social sciences (incl. psychology & anthropology). (c) Lin- 
guistic positivism & the materialism of the natural sciences made 
talk of the "soul" antique or at least out of fashion. (d) Family 
religion was in steep decline right along with family cohesion. (e) 
As the prayer did not fit children's publicschool learning, and the 
children were less exposed to church religion (& more exposed to se-
cularistic television), the prayer seemed more & more irrelevant and 
even unreal to the children (as also to the parents). And finally, (f) 
the prayer, which it itself is affirmative of life here & hereafter, 
came to seem death-oriented & life-denying, associating bed with grave. 
A pity, as I shall show: 

2. "The soul," whatever the reality the word points to & enshrines, 
is not an optional for Western civilization with its high view of 
"the individual," "the person," "the spirit," "the self"--all of them 
synonyms along with "the soul." The oft-adduced fact that "the soul" 
was not a major concept in some ancient religions, incl. that of 
the preJewish Hebrews, and is not a familiar idea in some religions 
today (eg, Buddhism), is irrelevant to its importance in the reli-
gions of the West. We didn't need Mort. Adler to tell us "the soul" 
is one of the 102 "Great Ideas of Western man." Just look at our 
hymns: "Jesus, Lover of my soul"..."Hangs my helpless soul on Thee" 
..."Oh receive my soul at last" (an adult version of "NowIlay me..."). 
All the terms underlined in this section sink or swim together. The 
Thinksheet immediately preceding this one traces some roots of "the 
soul" in history, but we must avoid the nothing-but fallacy ("°The 
soul' is nothing but a historical figment I can explain away by tell-
ing you it's origin & associations.") 

3. In the days of moral muscle, before the onslaught of mushy "un-
conditional love," "the soul" signaled moral seriousness, the real-
ity of this-&-next-world consequences for human behavior. This 
ethical dynamic was developed in all the cultural streams converg-
ing to form the West, and without it freedom cannot be maintained. 

4. In the Gospels, Jesus for us models soul-&-body, now-&-forever 
commitment to & trust in God,and himself is (as some catechisms 
have it) "my confidence in life & in death." While in the paroxysms 
of pain on the cross he at first felt God-abandoned (as Ps.22.1, qtd. 
in Mt.27.46f & M.15.34f), he made final trustful commitment to God 
(L.23.46, quoting Ps.31.5, whose Hebrew is exactly qtd. in Delitzsch 
Hebrew NT, BFBS/37--and used almost exactly in the Jewish liturgi-
cal poem "Adon Olam"). (For this attitude, see also Mt.26.39 & 
Syn. parallels, & Jn.12.27.) "I commit my spirit (or "self" or "soul"). 
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